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Artist Georgia Nassikas

Of the Earth
V
by

Georgia Nassikas

Donna Cedar-Southworth

iewed in the order in which they were created, the
paintings undoubtedly tell a story, but McLean
artist Georgia Nassikas prefers to leave each work
open to the viewer’s own interpretation. “I think
what one person might see is not what someone
else will see in it,” she says. “The paintings are definitely influenced
by the materials I’m working with.”
The viewing experience is enhanced by the revelation that the
artist is a beekeeper. Not only does Georgia raise bee colonies and
harvest and bottle the honey, she has used the beeswax to create her
newest series of encaustics, Nascent, which will be on view at her
studio show this month.
Georgia’s entrée into encaustics began about the same time that
she was reading about colony collapse disorder, the phenomenon
that focuses on the disappearance of honeybees. “We wouldn’t have
food if we didn’t have bees,” she says. “Bees pollinate everything.
It’s a huge problem.”
Beginning with the hexagonal beehive cells of “Nascent I,” the
series evolves–through color exploration, increasingly heavier layers
of wax and more hexagons–until a stunningly different painting of bold colors and strong
My art is an ever-evolving act of remembering and
architectural elements signals
interpreting what I’ve seen–capturing emotion recollected change. The next painting, a
in tranquility.
still life featuring a honey jar, is
		
followed by a floral landscape.
The series ends with fern leaves
encased in wax. The Nascent series, marked by rich, layered colors
and compelling tactile qualities, is intriguing, engaging and haunting, beckoning the viewer back for another look.
Spend some time with this giving and genuine artist, and you
may realize that she’s shared very little about herself. Perhaps she
feels that extraneous details are irrelevant to her art (much like Jasper Johns, who influenced her latest series), or perhaps she is uncomfortable with self-promotion.
She tells me that her name, Georgia, means “of the earth;” that
she grew up in Rhode Island, which explains why water shows up
in many of her scenes–be they glacial ponds at sunset, or storms
building over the Potomac. She also tells me about her great-grand-
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Opposite: “Ember Eve,” oil on canvas, 5” x 7”
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father, George de Forest Brush, an
obscure artist whose Indian Paintings
series was recently displayed at the
National Gallery of Art. “Some of the
paintings had never been seen before,”
says Georgia. “In his lifetime, he never
received recognition.” The collection
of twenty paintings, created by Brush
during the 1880s, is now on view at the
Seattle Art Museum.
It seems, says Georgia, that she inherited the art gene through her mother’s
side of the family. She had an aunt who
was a portraitist. She also recalls visiting
her grandmother and being in awe of
her great-grandfather’s paintings. “The
other vein that runs through this narrative,” she says, “is that my grandmother
had the most beautiful gardens that were
always classically lined with sculpture….
She did it all herself. Her gardens were
incredible.”
The grandmother’s love of plants and
gardening was passed down to Georgia,
who graduated with an undergraduate
degree in comparative literature and fine
art and a graduate degree in architecture
and interior design. She realized quickly
that she preferred working with plants
than with interiors: “I think that the sensual aspect of gardening
is another element that’s powerful and strong and important for
me, and it comes out in my art in ways that may be subtle and
may not be.”
But it was her year of classical art studies in Italy that provided
her best learning experience. “I told my dad I really wanted to
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do this before going to college, and he said, ‘Okay, get to work.
Earn the money, get yourself over there, organize where you’re
going to live and with whom you are going to study.’ It was a
big eye-opener.” Her training in Florence centered on fundamentals: “Drawing, lots of nude models, working quickly and mixing
colors–it was very strict. That was a big growing time for me and a
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source of inspiration–it embedded a lot of beautiful
images in my mind and informed my art.”
“Art reflects the landscapes in which I’ve lived, traveled, gardened,” says Georgia, who has lived in Italy
and Spain and journeyed to places such as Greece and
Morocco. “My art is an ever-evolving act of remembering and interpreting what I’ve seen–capturing emotion recollected in tranquility.”
For more information on Georgia’s Red Barn
Studio show, scheduled for May 15 and 16, see Calendar and visit www.redbarnfineart.com.
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Opposite, top: “Screen Series I-III,” oil on canvas, 24” x 36”; and “Nascent
V,” encaustic, oil on panel, 24” x 24”; this page, top: “Western Hills,” oil
on wood,

6” x 6”; and “Triptych in Red,” oil on canvas, 24” x 48”
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